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Introduction 
This whitepaper describes in detail how to deploy Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 on Windows Azure so you can 

serve a very large number of customers with high availability. 

The document is intended to be read by those partners who intend to make the investment that is necessary to provide 

a resilient Managed Service. As we see it, these partners include: 

• Hosters who support many Microsoft Dynamics NAV partners. 

• Microsoft Dynamics NAV partners who have a vertical solution and serve a significant number of individual clients 

with the same solution. 

• Business Process Outsourcers. 

If you are not yet ready to make that investment, we encourage you to partner with someone who already has made 

the investment. 

The whitepaper is split into 5 sections: 

• Who is the audience for this whitepaper? 

• Which components of Windows Azure are needed to set up a scalable Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 

deployment with high availability? 

• How can Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 be deployed for multitenancy? 

• How can SQL Server can be deployed for high availability and what is supported by Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 

R2? 

• NAV Service script samples. 

Assumptions 

This whitepaper assumes that you are familiar with the following concepts: 

• Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 deployment using the deployment scripts available on the product media. 

• Windows Azure and Azure Management Portal. 

• Windows PowerShell. 

You should also be familiar with the following whitepapers: 

• Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 on Windows Azure  

• Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 Sizing Guidelines for Multitenant Deployments  

• Deploying a Multitenant Extranet Portal with Microsoft SharePoint and Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 

IMPORTANT 

Descriptions of the Windows Azure service and its service level agreements (SLAs) 

are correct as of the publication date of this white paper. Since Windows Azure is in 

rapid development, make sure you validate all statements before launching a 

production service or project.  

Who is the audience of this whitepaper? 

This document is for partners who want to deploy a large scale multitenant Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 instance 

on Windows Azure with high availability.  

Deploying Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 on Windows Azure is straightforward. You can use the Windows 

PowerShell scripts on the product media to deploy Microsoft Dynamics NAV on a single server (SQL Server and 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV on the same virtual machine) or on two servers (SQL Server and Microsoft Dynamics NAV on 

separate virtual machines). 

This type of configuration is suitable for development and test purposes, but it is important to understand that 

Windows Azure does not offer any uptime guarantees when you only run a single virtual machine (VM). 

In order for any hosting service to guarantee any SLA time, you must run servers with redundancy. With a minimum of 

two servers in an availability set, Windows Azure guarantees an SLA uptime of 99.95%. 

If you want to operate with redundancy, you cannot have Microsoft Dynamics NAV and SQL Server on the same VM; 

you must separate them and have SQL Server installed with redundancy and Microsoft Dynamics NAV installed with 

redundancy. 
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This adds up to four Windows Azure virtual machines and is pretty expensive if you are running only a single-tenant 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV deployment. 

So what is the alternative? 

For single-tenant customers, and for one-off deployments of Microsoft Dynamics NAV on Windows Azure, we 

recommend that you choose a hosting partner if you want to have the Windows Azure SLA. 

There are a number of Microsoft Dynamics NAV hosting partners on Windows Azure. In a typical deployment, the 

hosting partner shares the redundant SQL Server and Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers across multiple customers, and 

they are able to keep the prices lower through the economies of scale. 

Even some multitenant solutions with 20—50 tenants might benefit from hosting with a specialized partner, but for 

large-scale hosting purposes, or if you want to become a hosting partner yourself, this document will help you get 

started.  
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Windows Azure components that are needed to deploy a scalable Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 with high availability 
In this section, we describe key aspects of Windows Azure and the considerations you must make before you decide to 

deploy your Microsoft Dynamics NAV solution to Windows Azure. 

What is Windows Azure? 

Windows Azure is an Internet-scale computing and services platform hosted in data centers managed or supported by 

Microsoft. For more information, see http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/dd163896.aspx. 

You can deploy Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 to Windows Azure virtual machines. You must also deploy SQL 

Server on Windows Azure virtual machines.  

NOTE  

It is very important that you install SQL Server in the same Virtual Network as 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2. When you set up VMs in the same Virtual 

Network, you make sure that they are in close proximity to each other. 

The Windows Azure SLA 

At the time of writing this whitepaper, the Windows Azure SLA (http://www.windowsazure.com/en-

us/support/legal/sla/) states that when you deploy two or more role instances in different fault and upgrade domains, 

your Internet facing roles will have an external connectivity at least 99.95% of the time. Also, if Internet facing VMs that 

have two or more instances deployed in the same Availability Set, you will have external connectivity at least 99.95% of 

the time. 

So if you want to have a guaranteed uptime of at least 99.95%, then you must set up your VMs in Availability Sets. This 

document explains how to do this. 

The Windows Azure Cloud Service 

When you set up Windows Azure VMs, they live in a Cloud Service. A Cloud Service has a public IP address and a 

public DNS name, such as <myservice>.cloudapp.net.  

A Cloud Service can contain multiple VMs that all have local IP addresses. The only way to access a specific VM is by 

creating endpoints that define which local ports must be open on the VM, and which public ports (on the Cloud 

Service) must be routed to local ports. This corresponds to the task of setting up a firewall in an on-premises 

deployment and deciding which ports/machines must be accessible from the outside. 

Endpoints can either be load-balanced or port-forwarding. 

Port-forwarding endpoints 

An example of a port-forwarding endpoint is the Remote Desktop Protocol port. The local port on the VM is port 3389 

(RDP), and the public port number is a random port number that is unique for the Cloud Service, and which is assigned 

when the VM is created. 

The following diagram illustrates a Cloud Service that consists of three servers and three public ports for accessing the 

VMs through the Remote Desktop Protocol: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/dd163896.aspx
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/support/legal/sla/
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/support/legal/sla/
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3389 RDP for NavServer2 (62412)

3389 RDP for NavServer1 (53768)

3389 RDP for NavServer3 (58654)

 

In this example, to access the NavServer1 instance, you would use myservice.cloudapp.net:53768, which is the DNS name 

of the Cloud Service and the public RDP port for NavServer1. 

This setup does not include load balancing and you would need to remember the individual addresses of all three 

machines.  In addition, if one of the machines stops responding, no failover would occur. 

Load-balancing endpoints 

An example of a load-balanced endpoint is the HTTP port. The local port might be port 8080 (a port one bound to a 

website inside IIS), and the public port number might be port 80. 

The following diagram illustrates a Cloud Service with three servers and one public port for accessing a web site on one 

of the servers. 

HTTP (80)8080

 

In this example, the user specifies a URL such as http://myservice.cloudapp.net. The Windows Azure Load Balancer will 

route the request to one of the servers that are shown in the diagram. 

For a description of setting up VMs in a load-balanced environment, see the following location: 

http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/load-balance-virtual-machines/ 

The Windows Azure Load Balancer is a four-tuple-based round-robin load balancer with a four minute timeout on 

server selection. 

When a new request is sent to the Cloud Service, the Windows Azure Load Balancer will route the request to the next 

server in the load-balanced set, unless a similar request has been made in the last 4 minutes. A “similar request” is 

http://myservice.cloudapp.net/
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/load-balance-virtual-machines/
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defined as a request where the combination of source IP address and port and the destination IP and port (the four 

tuples) are the same. If a similar request has been made in the last 4 minutes, the request will be routed to the same 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV server that received the earlier request. Being connected to the same server on each request 

is known as having a sticky connection. This in turn allows the Microsoft Dynamics NAV server to keep state 

(information) about the client on subsequent calls, which can greatly reduce the complexity and need for 

communicating state between the different servers. The Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client depends on a stateful 

(sticky) connection.  

In summary, this means that an application such as a Microsoft Dynamics NAV solution can obtain a sticky connection 

to a server by communicating on the same port more frequently than every 4 minutes. 

In Windows Azure, you cannot change the load-balancing rules. 

The load balancer automatically probes the servers to see whether they can receive requests. If a server becomes 

unavailable, it is excluded from the load-balanced set until it is available again. 

If you want to make sure that at least one VM is available to the load balancer at all times, you will have to place these 

machines in an availability set. 

Availability sets 

A description of setting up VM in an availability set can be found here: http://www.windowsazure.com/en-

us/documentation/articles/manage-availability-virtual-machines/ 

When you place multiple VMs in an availability set in Windows Azure, you are essentially telling Windows Azure that at 

least one of the machines in the availability set must be available. This in turn ensures that Windows Azure will place the 

machines in separate update and fault domains.  

Placing VMs in different update domains ensures that Windows Azure does not update these machines at the same 

time so that your service would be inaccessible. 

Placing the VMs in different fault domains ensures that they are not in the same hardware cluster and thus again avoids 

single points of failure. 

You cannot control update and fault domains manually – only through availability sets. 

You can place multiple VMs in an availability set and then only run the number that you need to handle incoming 

traffic. VMs that are shut down will not be included in the load-balanced set. 

For availability sets with more than one VM, you can also configure for scale. 

Scale 

Scale is currently in preview at time of writing, but a description of configuring for scale can be found here: 

http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cloud-services-how-to-scale/ 

In the preview, you can configure for scale so that your solution scales out and in during the peak hours for your 

service. You can scale based on CPU or Queue.  

There is also a good blog post that talks about how to use Virtual Machines on Windows Azure at the following 

location: http://michaelwasham.com/2012/06/08/understanding-windows-azure-virtual-machines/ 

  

http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/manage-availability-virtual-machines/
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/manage-availability-virtual-machines/
http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/cloud-services-how-to-scale/
http://michaelwasham.com/2012/06/08/understanding-windows-azure-virtual-machines/
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How to deploy Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 for multitenancy 
In the earlier sections, you have read about a number of features of Windows Azure that we will use to set up Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 for large scale hosting. 

A number of Windows PowerShell scripts that can help you automate the deployment of Microsoft Dynamics NAV on 

Windows Azure are included on the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 product media.  

Deployment scripts on the product media 

The scripts in the …. \WindowsPowerShellScripts\Cloud folder on the product media will help you deploy two types of 

installations of Microsoft Dynamics NAV: For one VM and for two VMs. 

One VM 

In this scenario, the scripts will deploy one VM, with one Microsoft Dynamics NAV server, SQL Server installed in the 

same VM as Microsoft Dynamics NAV, a demonstration database, Internet Information Server (IIS), the Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV Web Server components for the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client, and a Click-Once deployment of 

the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client. 

 

Https://contoso.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

 

Two VMs 

In this scenario, the scripts will deploy a second VM with SQL Server and put these two VMs in the same virtual network, 

to ensure low latency between Microsoft Dynamics NAV and SQL Server. 

 

https://contoso.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

 

There are also scripts to convert a system from multi-company databases to a multitenant deployment, and additional 

helper scripts to help you create your deployment setup. 

In the last section of this whitepaper, you can find a description of the sample NAV Service scripts. These samples show 

you how to set up Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 for scalability and high availability. 

Certificates and SSL 
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The sample deployment scripts from the DVD show you how to create a self-signed certificate and use that when 

deploying servers on Windows Azure. The scripts also supports using a SSL certificate issued by a certificate authority 

(CA). 

The certificate's subject name must match the domain used to access the cloud service. You cannot obtain an SSL 

certificate from a certificate authority (CA) for the cloudapp.net domain. You must acquire a custom domain name to 

use when accessing your service. When you request a certificate from a CA, the certificate's subject name must match 

the custom domain name used to access your application. For example, if your custom domain name is navdemo.net 

you would request a certificate from your CA for *.navdemo.net or myservice.navdemo.net which is issued by a trusted 

certification authority. 

Requesting a wildcard certificate, such as *.navdemo.net, has the advantage of being able to secure all subdomains 

under navdemo.net, such as service1.navdemo.net, service2.navdemo.net, and so on. 

This document and the sample scripts does not support self-signed certificates. 

URLs 

When setting up a Cloud Service on Windows Azure, the service will have a DNS name such as myservice.cloudapp.net, 

which points to the dedicated IP address of your Cloud Service. 

All cloud services have one and only one dedicated IP address. 

Connecting to various services contained in the cloud service is done by using different ports on the same IP address. 

As described in the previous section, you cannot obtain a certificate for the cloudapp.net domain; instead you can 

register a domain name such as navdemo.net and create an alias (a CNAME record) in your DNS zone that points to 

myservice.cloudapp.net. 

The CNAME definition for myservice.navdemo.net would look like this: 

myservice  CNAME  myservice.cloudapp.net. 

In this example, myservice.navdemo.net will always point to the same IP address as myservice.cloudapp.net. 

You must install the certificate for navdemo.net on the server so that you can communicate securely with your services 

by connecting to myservice.navdemo.net:<port>. 

If you install Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 in single-tenant mode on a VM in a Cloud Service with the Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV Service Tier instance name NAV, secured by a SSL certificate, the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client 

web server components on port 443, SOAP web services on port 7047, OData web services on port 7048, and the 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client on port 7046, then you will use the following connection strings to connect to 

this service: 

Web Client https://myservice.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient 

Windows Client dynamicsnav://myservice.navdemo.net:7046/NAV 

Windows Client Select Server myservice.navdemo.net:7046/NAV 

SOAP Web Services https://myservice.navdemo.net:7047/NAV/WS/Services 

OData Services https://myservice.navdemo.net:7048/NAV/OData 

Multitenant deployment 

In the previous section, we used a single-tenant Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 on a VM to illustrate the 

configuration. In a multitenant deployment with a similar setup, you have to specify a tenant ID when connecting to 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV. There are several ways to specify the tenant ID. 

Let’s assume you need to connect to a tenant called tenant1. 

Using the tenant query parameter 

When connecting to Microsoft Dynamics NAV, you can specify a query parameter to define the requested tenant: 

Web Client https://myservice.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient?tenant=tenant1 

Windows Client dynamicsnav://myservice.navdemo.net:7046/NAV?tenant=tenant1 

Windows Client Select Server myservice.navdemo.net:7046/NAV/tenant1 

SOAP Web Services https://myservice.navdemo.net:7047/NAV/WS/Services?tenant=tenant1 

OData Services https://myservice.navdemo.net:7048/NAV/OData?tenant=tenant1 

In multitenant deployments, the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client also has a connection string in the Select 

Server dialog box, which looks slightly different than in single-tenant deployments.  

Using the hostname 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 supports using the hostname for tenant resolution. In order to use host names for 

tenant resolution, you will have to add the hostname that maps to a tenant to the alternateId property of the tenant in 
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the tenants.config file, which is placed in the equivalent of the C:\Program Files\Microsoft Dynamics NAV\72\Service 

folder. 

The alternateId property specifies a list of alternate identifiers that all map to the same tenant. These can be host 

names, other tenant IDs, or other URLs such as SharePoint Host URLs. The total pool of tenant identifiers, which is a 

combination of tenant IDs and alternate IDs, must all be unique. 

You must make sure that the hostname points to the right service, and you must update your DNS zone file to create a 

CNAME mapping between the tenant ID and the service as shown in the following example: 

tenant1  CNAME  myservice 

Finally, you would have to create similar CNAME records for each tenant you create. 

Web Client* https://tenant1.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient 

Windows Client dynamicsnav://tenant1.navdemo.net:7046/NAV 

Windows Client Select Server myservice.navdemo.net:7046/NAV/tenant1 

SOAP Web Services https://tenant1.navdemo.net:7047/NAV/WS/Services 

OData Services https://tenant1.navdemo.net:7048/NAV/OData 

To use the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client in this scenario, you must enable a URL rewrite rule in the web.config 

file, which will add a tenant query parameter to the URL and set it to the value of the hostname. For more information, 

see How to: Enable URL Rewrite Rules for the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web Client in the MSDN Library at the following 

location: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn455684(v=nav.71).aspx. 

Load Balancing Microsoft Dynamics NAV  

In order to achieve scalability and high availability, you must deploy two or more Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers to a 

Cloud Service and place them in an availability set. There are several ways you can deploy Microsoft Dynamics NAV, 

but here are some best practices to avoid single point of failures: 

• All VMs must be identical except for machine name, port numbers on non-load balanced ports and settings in 

config files pointing to either names or port numbers. You will see more about that later. 

• All VMs should have a Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server service instance and the web server components for the 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client. 

• We recommend that each Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client server component configuration must use the 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Service Tier instance on that same VM. For example, in the web.config file, use localhost as 

the Server Setting. 

• All Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instances must be able to mount all tenants and be able to serve requests from 

all customers. 

• All Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers must be autonomous and self-sustained. 

o If tenants are removed or new tenants are added, the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server service instance 

must be able to dismount or mount tenants automatically. 

o If a Microsoft Dynamics NAV server has been shut down for days and suddenly reappears, the service 

must be able to discover tenant configurations automatically 

• If you are hosting ClickOnce manifests on the same servers, they should be created on all servers. 

• If you want to make configuration changes to servers, you need to make sure changes are replicated on all servers 

(You could consider building the change into your deployment scripts and redeploy servers). 

• If you are hosting the Help server on the same servers, it should be deployed on all servers. 

• You should have load balanced endpoints for Client Services, SOAP Services, OData Services, Web Client and Help 

Server. 

• It should not be necessary to take backup of your servers (as these are identical and you should have scripts to 

recreate these automatically), you should take backup of your data. 

Load-balancing the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client 

The Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client is stateful and requires a sticky connection to Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

Server. As described in the previous section, the Windows Azure Load Balancer will balance the requests to different 

servers using round robin. Once connected to Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server, the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows 

client will send “keep alive” packets to Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server every 2 minutes to make sure that the Windows 

Azure Load Balancer keeps sending the requests to the same server. 

The following setting in the ClientUserSettings.config file determines the number of seconds between the keep alive 

packets. 

    <add key="ClientServicesKeepAliveInterval" value="120" /> 

Load-balancing SOAP web services and OData web services 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn455684(v=nav.71).aspx
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Both SOAP web services and OData web services are stateless, so there should not be any problems with having these 

behind a load balancer. The Windows Azure Load Balancer will balance the requests to different servers using round 

robin. If the consuming application wants to have a connection to the same server (to utilize caching etc.) then the 

consuming application would have to send keep alive packets or use other methods to ensure communication happens 

before the Windows Azure Load Balancer timeout occurs after 4 minutes. 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client 

The Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client is stateful and the browser instance requires a sticky connection to the 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV web server components. This creates a challenge. The browser does not keep a connection 

open to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV web server components, and so the browser instance will get a new source port 

assigned each time it connects to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV web server components. 

As described in the previous section, this causes the Windows Azure Load Balancer to give you a new server from the 

server cluster, and so you are unlikely to be routed to the same server. 

There are multiple ways to ensure consistent routing. In the following sections, we look at two possible ways that both 

ensure that you get to the same server on each request. 

Using a redirection site 

The easier approach is to set up a redirection site. 

This way, you bind the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web Server components on each server to a different port and use 

port-forwarding on the Cloud Service to every single port. For example, you could use ports 44301, 44302, and 44303, 

for server1, server2, server3 as illustration in the following picture. 

 

Web Client Private Port (https/44303)

Web Client Private Port (https/44302)

Web Client Private Port (https/44301)NAV Web Client

NAV Web Cleint

NAV Web Client

 

In this scenario, users must specify the port number to connect to a specific server, such as entering 

https://myservice.navdemo.net:44301/NAV/WebClient to connect to Microsoft Dynamics NAV on Server1. This is not a 

very elegant solution.  

To make it easier for users, you can set up a redirection site on each server that redirects connection calls to the 

relevant website for Microsoft Dynamics NAV. 

• The redirection site on Server1 redirects calls to port 44301 on the Cloud Service. 

• The redirection site on Server2 redirects calls to port 44302 on the Cloud Service. 

• The redirection site on Server3 redirects calls to port 44303 on the Cloud Service. 

When configured, the endpoint bound to the redirect site is load-balanced on the Cloud Service, and users simply 

enter the following URL: 

https://myservice.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient 

With redirection and load-balancing, the users are automatically redirected to one of these sites: 

• https://myservice1.navdemo.net:44301/NAV/WebClient 

• https://myservice2.navdemo.net:44302/NAV/WebClient 

• https://myservice3.navdemo.net:44303/NAV/WebClient 

https://myservice.navdemo.net:44301/NAV/WebClient
https://myservice1.navdemo.net:44301/NAV/WebClient
https://myservice2.navdemo.net:44302/NAV/WebClient
https://myservice3.navdemo.net:44303/NAV/WebClient
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Redirect site Web Client Public Port (https/443)

Web Client Private Port (https/44303)

Web Client Private Port (https/44302)

Web Client Private Port (https/44301)NAV Web Client

NAV Web Cleint

NAV Web Client

 

In this example, the hostnames are different, as are the port numbers. This means that you must create CNAME records 

in the DNS zone for each of the servers: 

server1  CNAME  myservice 

server2  CNAME  myservice 

server3  CNAME  myservice 

All of these will be pointing to the same IP address. 

The reason for this is that the session cookie scope is not taking the port number into account (according to RFC 2965 

and RFC 6265). This means that we need different host names. The problem will surface if you have two browser 

windows connecting to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client and potentially hitting two different servers. In this case 

session cookies from one server will be overwritten by the other. For more information, see How to: Configure Internet 

Explorer for Microsoft Dynamics NAV Clients in the MSDN Library. 

Here is an example of the content of the redirection site on server1: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<configuration> 

 <system.webServer> 

  <rewrite> 

   <rules> 

    <rule name="Redirect HTTPS to specific ports with tenant name specified" 

stopProcessing="true"> 

     <match url=".*" /> 

     <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll"> 

      <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="^([^:]*)(:[0-9]+)?$" /> 

      <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="(^|&amp;|;)tenant=[^&amp;;]*" /> 

     </conditions> 

     <action type="Redirect" url="https://server1.navdemo.net:44301/{R:0}" 

redirectType="SeeOther" /> 

    </rule> 

    <rule name="Redirect HTTPS to specific ports with SPHostUrl specified" 

stopProcessing="true"> 

     <match url=".*" /> 

     <conditions logicalGrouping="MatchAll"> 

      <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="^([^:]*)(:[0-9]+)?$" /> 

      <add input="{QUERY_STRING}" pattern="(^|&amp;|;)SPHostUrl=([^&amp;;]*)" /> 

     </conditions> 

     <action type="Redirect" url="https://server1.navdemo.net:44301/{R:0}" 

redirectType="SeeOther" /> 

http://www.apps.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2965.html
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6265
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh165382(v=nav.71).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh165382(v=nav.71).aspx
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    </rule> 

    <rule name="Redirect HTTPS to specific ports when no tenant specified" 

stopProcessing="true"> 

     <match url=".*" /> 

     <conditions> 

      <add input="{HTTP_HOST}" pattern="^([^:]*)(:[0-9]+)?$" /> 

     </conditions> 

     <action type="Redirect" url="https://server1.navdemo.net:44301/{R:0}?tenant={C:1}" 

redirectType="SeeOther" /> 

    </rule> 

   </rules> 

  </rewrite> 

 </system.webServer> 

</configuration> 

The highlighted areas are different from server to server. 

For more information about how traffic flows from the browser to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web clients behind a 

load balancer when using a redirect site, see the following video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsTlwnUs_n4 

Using the redirection site has one annoying side effect. When typing in the URL for to access Microsoft Dynamics NAV, 

such as https://contoso.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient, you are redirected to the server and the hostname is added as a 

tenant parameter as shown in the following example: 

https://server1.navdemo.net:44301/NAV/WebClient?tenant=contoso.navdemo.net 

This can be avoided if you add Application Request Routing. 

Using Application Request Routing (ARR) 

Application Request Routing is a module for Internet Information Server (IIS) that can load-balance between multiple 

servers in a server farm. You can read more about ARR here: http://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-

request-routing 

ARR has a significant feature that helps load-balance the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client: ARR can ensure server 

affinity from a browser. 

In order to avoid a single point of failure, you must install ARR on all servers and allow all requests to port 443 to be 

routed to a server farm. The server farm must be defined in the same way on all servers. 

ARR can use an external cache to share information about affinity, or it can use a cookie. Using the cookie ensures that 

no matter which Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server receives the next request, it will be directed to the same Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV Web client. 

You can install ARR from the Web Platform Installer and you can find valuable information on how to setup ARR in this 

blog post: http://brentdacodemonkey.wordpress.com/2014/02/06/arr-as-a-highly-available-reverse-proxy-in-windows-

azure/ 

 

Load balanced Server Farm Web Client Public Port (https/443)

 
When setting up ARR, you still need a site in IIS, such as the redirection site described in the previous section. You then 

set up a global rewrite rule that routes all requests to this site to the server farm that was specified in ARR. 

As described in the previous section about the redirection site, you must configure each Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web 

client website across the VMs to use different port numbers and different server names. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsTlwnUs_n4
http://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing
http://www.iis.net/downloads/microsoft/application-request-routing
http://brentdacodemonkey.wordpress.com/2014/02/06/arr-as-a-highly-available-reverse-proxy-in-windows-azure/
http://brentdacodemonkey.wordpress.com/2014/02/06/arr-as-a-highly-available-reverse-proxy-in-windows-azure/
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If you want to run ARR with Windows Azure Active Directory (Windows Azure AD) authentication, such as if you use 

Office 365 authentication, you must open each Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client port for port-forwarding in 

Windows Azure as well (basically implement the entire redirection site). The reason for this is that when the Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV Web client redirects you to the Windows Azure AD login page, it will specify a wreply query 

parameter that points to a specific Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client on a specific port. 

In all samples in this whitepaper, we have created the redirection site and then added ARR on top of that. This allows 

you to disable ARR and get back to the old behavior if needed. It also allows you to connect directly to a specific 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client server if needed by specifying a specific port. 

For more information about how traffic flows from the browser to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web clients behind a 

load balancer when using application request routing, see the following video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1hMe2L9PbE 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Help Server 

The Microsoft Dynamics NAV Help Server is not stateless. This means that we cannot load balance the Help Server 

unless we have a redirection site, just as for the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client, or another server farm 

configuration as explained with Application Request Routing in the previous section. 

This means that we will give the Help Server a different port number on each server and have the endpoint use port 

forwarding. 

Having done that, you can avoid the redirection site and the server farm if you configure the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

web server components on each server instance to use the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Help Server on the same server. 

This can cause issues if users bookmark pages in the help server though and the server that hosts this site is not 

available. 

If you access a load balanced Help Server from the Windows Client, you would still need the redirect site. 

Adding/Removing Tenants 

When adding or removing tenants from a Microsoft Dynamics NAV deployment that includes multiple Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV server, it is important that all Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers have the changes applied. You cannot 

rely on a provisioning system to tell all servers that they need to mount the tenant because some servers might not be 

running 24/7. All Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers must be able to discover new or removed tenants automatically. 

However, Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 does not have a way of doing this automatically. The tenants.config file 

must be in the service folder, and if we try to create a share on which to place tenants.config, then the individual 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instances would have to be restarted whenever changes were made to tenants.config. 

One way of achieving automatic discovery of tenant status is to create a synchronization database in which you write all 

active tenants and then have a script running every minute across all Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers to check if there 

are changes to the tenants. If changes are discovered, then this script could mount the new tenants and dismount the 

removed tenants using the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows PowerShell cmdlets. 

You can choose to create a table that reflects the properties in the tenants.config file as shown in the following 

diagram: 

 
When changes are found in a tenants.config file, the script should also create new ClickOnce manifests or delete 

obsolete ClickOnce manifest sites. 

Adding/Removing Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1hMe2L9PbE
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When adding or removing Microsoft Dynamics NAV server from a cloud service that contains multiple servers and 

multiple tenants, it is important that all servers are informed of the changes if they are running ARR for the Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV Web client, as the ARR settings on all servers have a definition of the server farm (the existing Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV servers) and this will change when adding or removing servers. 

One way of achieving this is to create a synchronization database where you write all active servers and then have a 

script running every minute across all Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers that checks if a server has been added or 

deleted. If changes are discovered, then this script could update the server farm to contain all active Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV servers. 

You can choose to create a table that reflects the information that the server farm requires as shown in the following 

diagram: 

 
When defining servers in a server farm (ARR), you can give servers a weight. If all servers have a weight of 100, then 

load will be distributed evenly. If one server has a weight of 200, then that server will get twice as many connections as 

the servers with a weight of 100. You could use different weights for servers of different size (which we do NOT 

recommend), note though, that the weight is ONLY used for the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client. SOAP Services, 

OData Services and the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client connect directly to Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server 

and will be load balanced using the Windows Azure Load Balancing, which is round-robin based. 

Apart from the script running across all Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers at an interval to discover changes in the server 

farm, it is also important that the new Microsoft Dynamics NAV server gets information about all necessary tenants. 

One way of achieving this is, to have a script running at startup of the Microsoft Dynamics NAV server and use this 

script to mount all tenants before starting the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server service. This script should also 

synchronize the ClickOnce manifests that are on the server. 

The very nice effect of following these rules is that you can always just add another server if your Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV deployment needs more computing power. 

ClickOnce deployment of the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client 

If you want to allow ClickOnce deployment of the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows client, you need to host the 

ClickOnce manifest somewhere and there are multiple options for this. Every tenant needs their own URL for the 

ClickOnce manifest as the ClientUserSettings.config is different for each tenant. 

You can host the manifests in Windows Azure Storage. It is very easy to deploy, and the only issue with this approach is 

that the URL you will be giving out is not particularly easy to remember, such as 

http://navdemo.blob.core.windows.net/clickonce/contoso.  

You cannot create CNAME records for the hostname of a Windows Azure Storage account. 

A second approach is to host the ClickOnce manifest on a Windows Azure Website and then create a CNAME records 

pointing to the right folder. This would allow you to use URLs like: 

http://clickonce.contoso.navdemo.net 

You cannot use the same URL as for the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client, since they will be hosted on different IP 

Addresses and therefore you will need different CNAME records. 

A third approach is to create a web site on the Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers for each tenant and host the ClickOnce 

manifest on that website, allowing you to load balance port 80 to all servers. This in turn would allow you to use URLs 

like: 

http://contoso.navdemo.net 

The sample scripts in this whitepaper uses the last method because we already have scripts running for mounting new 

tenants on the servers. These scripts just have to call a function that creates a ClickOnce manifest as well. 

As you probably know, a ClickOnce manifest takes up approx. 30MB – and you might think that if you have a LOT of 

customers – such as 10,000 – then this would be 300GB of ClickOnce manifests. That seems like a lot and maybe it hurts 

your pride to create a solution where you are going to have 300GB of redundant data deployed. There are solutions for 

that, too. 

http://navdemo.blob.core.windows.net/clickonce/contoso
http://clickonce.contoso.navdemo.net/
http://contoso.navdemo.net/
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Using the approach that is described in this article http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff699275.aspx, you can 

define ClickOnce manifests that share all the identical files and only store the files that are different in each ClickOnce 

manifest. 

Application code considerations 

A couple of new functions are available to assist the developer when coding systems running in multi-tenancy mode 

and/or on multiple servers in a Microsoft Dynamics NAV deployment. 

TENANTID 

TenantId is a new function in C/AL, which returns the tenant ID of the tenant that the current user is connected to. 

APPLICATIONPATH / TEMPORARYPATH 

These functions are not new. The ApplicationPath function returns the path of the current Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

Server service executables on the current server. The TemporaryPath function returns a temporary path for the current 

user on the current server. 

Using these functions (or other functions working with directories or files on the server) should be used with caution. 

These files will only be available on one server. 

GETURL 

GETURL generates a URL for the specified client target that is based on the configuration of the Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV Server service instance. If the code runs in a multitenant deployment architecture, the generated URL will 

automatically apply to the tenant ID of the current user. 

In CustomSettings.config you will find 4 settings for Base Url’s. 

• Web Client Base Url 

• Windows Client Base Url 

• SOAP Base Url 

• OData Base Url 

We are not going to change the value for Windows Client Base Url. The is that we will be using click-once deployed 

windows clients and that doesn’t support URLs, meaning that you cannot hyperlink into a specific page in a ClickOnce 

deployed client. 

We are, however, going to set the Base Url’s for the other 3 settings. What we need is the service URL without the 

tenant ID. Earlier in this whitepaper, we used myserviceV1 as a sample, and for that name, these settings would be the 

following: 

Web Client Base Url https://myserviceV1.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient 

SOAP Base Url https://myserviceV1.navdemo.net:7047/NAV/WS 

OData Base Url https://myserviceV1.navdemo.net:7048/NAV/OData 

When you request a SOAP URL for page 21 in the DemoCompany company in the Contoso tenant, your URL would 

look like this: 

https://contoso.navdemo.net:7047/NAV/WS/DemoCompany/Page/CustomerCard 

In the example, we assume that page 21 was exposed as CustomerCard. 

For more information about the GETURL function, see the MSDN Library here: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/dn271674(v=nav.71).aspx 

Debugging 

There are two significantly different situations where you may want to use a debugger. 

You are developing a feature, and want to test this in a controlled environment 

When deploying Microsoft Dynamics NAV on Windows Azure, it is recommended that you install a developer VM 

inside the same Cloud Service along with a number of Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers. The developer VM can be 

installed to only mount the default tenant, use Windows Authentication and run in single-tenant mode. 

This makes developing and bug fixing much easier. It also helps when debugging and testing your fixes in the default 

tenant. 

From the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Development Environment, you can just launch the debugger as usual and connect 

to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instance that is running on the development VM. You will then only be able to 

see the sessions connected to this service instance and not be affected by users connected to other Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV Server instances. 

A developer VM like this within your Cloud Service can be shut down when not needed. 

A user on the system is facing problems and you need to investigate what is going on. 

When running a multitenant system with multiple Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instances, debugging a specific user 

session can get complicated. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff699275.aspx
https://myservicev1.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient
https://myservicev1.navdemo.net:7047/NAV/WS
https://myservicev1.navdemo.net:7048/NAV/OData
https://contoso.navdemo.net:7047/NAV/WS/DemoCompany/Page/CustomerCard
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn271674(v=nav.71).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn271674(v=nav.71).aspx
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In order to open the debugger, you need to specify a specific server and a specific tenant. 

The user you want to debug can easily explain to you which tenant they are connected to, but the user has no idea 

which server they connect to. 

Debugging cannot be done from a ClickOnce-deployed client. Assuming that you have created a developer VM, you 

would need to create a new configuration file as shown in the following example: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<configuration> 

  <appSettings> 

    <add key="ClientServicesCredentialType" value="NavUserPassword" /> 

    <add key="DnsIdentity" value="<certificate zone name>" /> 

  </appSettings> 

</configuration> 

And save this in c:\remote\debugsettings.config. 

Then you should create a shortcut for each server like: 

"<Path to RoleTailored Client>\Microsoft.Dynamics.Nav.Client.exe"  

-settings:C:\REMOTE\DebugSettings.config 

DynamicsNAV://<server>/<instance>//Debug?tenant=<tenant> 

You still would need to modify all shortcuts when launching the debugger and modify the tenant ID. You could also 

create a small app that uses information in the synchronization database to select the server and tenant then launch the 

debugger as requested. 

Upgrade 

When running a Large Scale Hosting operation with thousands of customers, you will have to carefully consider how to 

upgrade Microsoft Dynamics NAV. 

Even the smallest, most trivial upgrade might have unforeseen side effects, which could have catastrophic 

consequences if applied to all customers at the same time, especially if this upgrade includes database schema 

changes. 

In the following section, we will describe how to do upgrades from one version of your app to the next. This can of 

course be applied to any trivial update. 

The following diagram shows two Microsoft Dynamics NAV deployments on Windows Azure: 

Web Client

Web Client

AppV1

AppV2

Contoso

Cronus

MyCompany

DNS Entries for navdemo.net

myservicev1  CNAME  myservicev1.cloudapp.net.

myservicev11 CNAME  myservicev1

myservicev12 CNAME  myservicev1

contoso      CNAME  myservicev1

cronus       CNAME  myservicev1

myservicev2  CNAME  myservicev2.cloudapp.net.

myservicev21 CNAME  myservicev2

myservicev22 CNAME  myservicev2

mycompany    CNAME  myservicev2

MyCompany user

https://mycompany.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

Contoso user

https://contoso.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

Cronus user

https://cronus.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

 
In the example, the two deployments are myserviceV1.navdemo.net and myserviceV2.navdemo.net. 

Both cloud services use the same SQL Server cluster, and they reside in the same location. 

DNS CNAME records have been created for all tenants and servers. 
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There are 2 customers (Contoso and Cronus) on myserviceV1 and one customer (MyCompany) on myserviceV2. 

Contoso and Cronus CNAME records point to myserviceV1. The MyCompany CNAME record points to myserviceV2. 

When upgrading a solution, you would typically move a number of customers to the new solution during a test phase 

and then when everything is tested, you move the remaining customers and remove the myserviceV1 Cloud Service. 

Upgrading one customer (Cronus) from myserviceV1 to myserviceV2 can be done in two easy steps: 

1. Dismount the tenant from myserviceV1 (includes removing the CNAME record for the tenant) 

2. Mount the tenant on myserviceV1 (includes creating the CNAME record for the tenant) 

Of course there could be some intermediate upgrade steps that have to happen between 1 and 2, but they are not 

further described in this document. 

In the following diagram, the customer has been moved to myserviceV2. 

Web Client

Web Client

AppV1

AppV2

Contoso

Cronus

MyCompany

DNS Entries for navdemo.net

myservicev1  CNAME  myservicev1.cloudapp.net.

myservicev11 CNAME  myservicev1

myservicev12 CNAME  myservicev1

contoso      CNAME  myservicev1

cronus       CNAME  myservicev2

myservicev2  CNAME  myservicev2.cloudapp.net.

myservicev21 CNAME  myservicev2

myservicev22 CNAME  myservicev2

mycompany    CNAME  myservicev2

MyCompany user

https://mycompany.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

Contoso user

https://contoso.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

Cronus user

https://cronus.navdemo.net/NAV/WebClient

 
Having done this, the Cronus user will now be directed to myserviceV2 (through the DNS change) and all servers on 

that service will have the tenant for Cronus mounted. At this point myserviceV1 doesn’t know anything about this tenant 

anymore. 

Backup 

When talking about backup, one important thing to remember is that you should not backup your servers and you 

should not backup your developer VM. You should backup your application database (when changes have been made 

to configurations and application) and you should only backup the tenant databases according to a backup strategy 

you plan and agree with your customers. 

When backing up databases, you should use the new way in SQL Server of storing a backup directly on Windows Azure 

Storage. Backing up databases from SQL Server on a virtual machine on Windows Azure to Windows Azure Storage is 

free (as is all bandwidth inside Windows Azure) and you will only be charged the storage of the backup. You also have 

the option of enabling geo-redundancy for your storage account to keep your backup in two geographical locations. 

Restoring a tenant database does not incur bandwidth costs, no matter where you’re backup is located. 

If you decide to download the backup, you will also be charged the bandwidth costs of downloading the backup, but 

there are no reasons to do this unless you want to move your tenant to an on-premises installation. 

You can read more about how to use Windows Azure Storage for SQL Backup here: 

http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/storage-use-storage-sql-server-backup-restore/ 

Monitoring 

When hosting multiple Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers in a deployment, it is a good idea to ensure that you have an 

easy way to monitoring the services. We have the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 Management Pack for System 

Center for this. 

http://www.windowsazure.com/en-us/documentation/articles/storage-use-storage-sql-server-backup-restore/
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The management pack (including documentation) can be found here: http://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/download/details.aspx?id=36388 

You can also find a good blog post on the Microsoft Dynamics NAV team blog describing some of the considerations 

you have to go through when installing the management pack: 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/nav/archive/2013/11/14/microsoft-dynamics-nav-2013-r2-management-pack-for-system-

center-released.aspx  

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36388
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36388
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/nav/archive/2013/11/14/microsoft-dynamics-nav-2013-r2-management-pack-for-system-center-released.aspx
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/nav/archive/2013/11/14/microsoft-dynamics-nav-2013-r2-management-pack-for-system-center-released.aspx
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How to deploy SQL Server with high availability and what is supported by 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 
Setting up SQL Server on Windows Azure Virtual Machines is easy. 

If, however, you want to have SQL Server with high availability, we need to do some more work. Currently there are 

four ways of setting up SQL Server with high availability on Windows Azure. 

SQL Server Always-On Availability Groups 

Always-On Availability Groups require SQL Server Enterprise Edition and it is the most advanced solution for high 

availability on Windows Azure. The following MSDN articles explain how to setup SQL Server Always-On Availability 

Groups: 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/dn249504.aspx (GUI version) 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/jj870963.aspx (PowerShell version) 

SQL Server Always-On Failover Clusters 

SQL Server Always-On Failover Clusters is a cheaper solution that relies on two servers having a shared disk array for 

the SQL Server databases. 

Because Windows Azure does not have a clustered storage option, we will use a 3rd party solution called DataKeeper 

Cluster Edition for our cluster storage. 

Here is a blog post explaining how to setup SQL Server Always-On Failover Clusters on Windows Azure: 

http://clusteringformeremortals.com/2014/01/10/creating-a-sql-server-2014-alwayson-failover-cluster-fci-instance-in-

windows-azure-iaas-azure-cloud/  

SQL Server Database Mirror 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 does not support Database Mirror and Database Mirroring will be removed in a 

future version of Microsoft SQL Server, meaning that you are not likely to see support for this in Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV. 

For more info read this: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189852.aspx 

SQL Azure 

Unfortunately, Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2013 R2 doesn’t support SQL Azure.  

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/dn249504.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windowsazure/jj870963.aspx
http://us.sios.com/products/datakeeper-cluster/
http://us.sios.com/products/datakeeper-cluster/
http://clusteringformeremortals.com/2014/01/10/creating-a-sql-server-2014-alwayson-failover-cluster-fci-instance-in-windows-azure-iaas-azure-cloud/
http://clusteringformeremortals.com/2014/01/10/creating-a-sql-server-2014-alwayson-failover-cluster-fci-instance-in-windows-azure-iaas-azure-cloud/
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189852.aspx
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NAV Service Sample Scripts 
You can download a set of sample scripts to help you set up Microsoft Dynamics NAV for large scale hosting, here 

referred to as a “NAV Service”. You can use the scripts as reference or a foundation when building your own 

deployment environment. 

When you import the NAVService Windows PowerShell module, the following cmdlets are available: 

Main scripts 
 

New-NAVService Creates a new NAV Service based on Service configuration. 

The initial number of servers and initial tenants are specified 

in the configuration. 

Remove-NAVService Removes a NAV Service. 

New-NAVServiceServer Adds a server to a NAV Service (scale out). 

Remove-NAVServiceServer Removes a server from a NAV Service (scale in). 

New-NAVServiceDatabase Creates a database (application or tenant) on the database 

server. 

Remove-NAVServiceDatabase Removes a database (application or tenant) from the 

database server. 

Mount-NAVServiceTenant Mounts a tenant on all Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers in 

the NAV Service. 

Dismount-NAVServiceTenant Dismounts a tenant from all Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

servers in the NAV Service. 

New-NAVServiceTenant Adds a tenant (a customer) to a NAV Service. 

Basically, this is just a New-NAVServiceDatabase, followed 

by a Mount-NAVServiceTenant 

Remove-NAVServiceTenant Removes a tenant (a customer) from a NAV Service. 

Basically, this is just a Dismount-NAVServiceTenant, 

followed by a Remove-NAVServiceDatabase. 

Move-NAVServiceTenant Moves a tenant (a customer) from one NAV Service to 

another. 

Check-NAVService Checks that the configuration settings for a NAV Service 

does not contain any common mistakes. 

Helper scripts 
 

Install-NAVOnNAVServiceServer Install Microsoft Dynamics NAV on a server in the NAV 

Service. 

Create-NAVServiceServerEndpoints Create endpoints for a server in the NAV Service. 

New-NAVServiceServerWebClientRedirectSite Create a Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web client redirect web 

site for use with load-balancing of the Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV Web client. 

Configure-NAVServiceDevBox Configure a NAV Service development VM. 

 

One of the challenges of having multiple servers running Microsoft Dynamics NAV in a cluster is that any Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV Server instance must be able to discover which tenants it should mount and which other Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV Server instances are in the cluster at any time. 

For this purpose, we include a small helper DLL, with functions for handling a list of servers and a list of tenants in a SQL 

Azure database. The NAV Service Description object must contain a property which is a Connection string for the 

database. 

Helper DLL 
 

New-SyncDb Creates a synchronization database. If the database already 

exists, it will be overwritten. 

Remove-SyncDb Removes the synchronization database. 

Add-SyncDbServer Adds a Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server to the 

synchronization database. 
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Remove-SyncDbServer Removes a Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server from the 

synchronization database. 

Get-SyncDbServer Gets the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instances from the 

synchronization database. 

Get-SyncDbServerMaxNo Gets NAV Server Max No. from the synchronization 

database. 

Add-SyncDbMessage Adds a message to the synchronization database. 

Remove-SyncDbMessage Removes a message from the synchronization database. 

Get-SyncDbMessage Gets messages from the synchronization database. 

Add-SyncDbTenant Adds a tenant to the synchronization database. 

Remove-SyncDbTenant Removes a tenant from the synchronization database. 

Get-SyncDbTenant Gets tenants from the synchronization database. 

Get-SyncDbTenantsConfig Gets the Tenants.config files from the synchronization 

database. 

Get-SyncDbTenantMaxNo Gets Tenant Max No. from the synchronization database. 

 

Definitions 

In order to minimize the number of parameters sent to most of the scripts, many have parameters which are property 

bags and as such can hold a lot of information. 

The NAV Service Definition 

The NAV Service definition is just a property bag, with a number of properties describing the NAV Service you want to 

deploy. Some properties are mandatory, some are optional and some will be defaulted if not provided. 

Location Mandatory A description of the location in which your service 

should be. This property bag contains information 

about subscription, storage account, virtual 

network and SQL Server. 

AzureServiceName Mandatory The name of the Windows Azure Service. Max. 

length is 11 characters. Can consist only of letters, 

numbers and hyphens. 

SyncDbConnectionString Mandatory The connection string for the SQL Azure database 

for tenant/server synchronization. 

CertificatePfxFile Mandatory The name and location of a certificate .pfx file that 

is used to certify the domain value that is 

specified by TenantHostNameZone. 

CertificatePassword Mandatory The certificate password for the.pfx file. 

TenantHostNameZone Mandatory The DNS zone name used for all tenants in this 

NAV Service. 

DevBoxNamePrefix Defaulted The prefix of the development machines in this 

NAV Service. The default is the 

AzureServiceName+”Dev” 

LicenseFile Mandatory The name and location of the license file for this 

NAV Service. 

DvdLocation Mandatory Specifies the path to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

installation files (DVD) that will be copied to the 

virtual machine. 

AppBakFile Mandatory Specifies the path of the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

application database backup (.bak) file to be used 

as the application database for this NAV Service. 

TenantBakFile Mandatory Specifies the path of the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 

database backup (.bak) file to be used as the 

tenant database for new tenants in this NAV 

Service. 
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OrgCompanyName Mandatory The default company name (the one used inside 

Tenant database backup). 

VMAdminUserName Optional Specifies the username for the Administrator user 

account on the virtual machine. If not specified, 

this will be set to the username of the VM Admin 

user on the SQL Server. NOTE: This must match a 

VM admin user on the SQL Server. 

VMAdminPassword Optional Specifies the password for the Administrator user 

account on the virtual machine. If not specified, 

this will be set to the password of the VM Admin 

user on the SQL Server. NOTE: This must match 

the VM admin user on the SQL Server. 

NAVAdminUserName Mandatory Specifies the username for the Administration 

user in the default tenant. 

NAVAdminPassword Mandatory Specifies the password for the Administration user 

in the default tenant 

WindowsServiceAccount Mandatory Specifies the username of a local windows user on 

the Virtual Machine to be assigned as the log on 

account for Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server and 

the SQL Server database. 

WindowsServiceAccountPassword Mandatory Specifies the password of a local windows user on 

the Virtual Machine to be assigned as the log on 

account for NAV Server and the NAV SQL 

database. 

ManagementServicesPort Mandatory Port number for Management Services 

ClientServicesPort Mandatory Port number for Client Services. 

SOAPServicesPort Optional Port number for SOAP Services. If not specified, 

then SOAP Services will not be enabled. 

ODataServicesPort Optional Port number for OData Services. If not specified, 

then OData Services will not be enabled. 

WebClientPort Mandatory Public Port number for Web Client. 

HelpServerPort Optional Port number for Help Server. If this value is not 

specified, Help Server will not be installed. 

ClickOnceWebSitePort Optional Port number for ClickOnce deployments. If this 

value is not specified, ClickOnce web sites will not 

be deployed. 

WebClientBasePort Mandatory Private base port for Web Client. 

AADUri Optional If AADUri is specified, then a WebClient instance 

named AAD will be deployed with Windows 

Azure AD authentication. The AADUri will be set 

as the ACSUri for the Web Client. See also 

ClientServicesFederationMetadataLocation. 

ClientServicesFederationMetadataLocation Optional If AADUri is defined, then a WebClient instance 

called AAD will be deployed with Windows Azure 

AD authentication. This value will be used as 

ClientServicesFederationMetadataLocation in 

customsettings.config. 

SPHostUrlRewriteRulePattern Optional Specifying this property will overwrite the value of 

the match pattern in the URL Rewrite rule for 

SPHostUrl. This can be used to make multiple sites 

in SharePoint map to the same tenant in 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV without adding several 

alternateId in tenants.config. 
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ACSUri Optional If ACSUri is defined, a WebClient instance called 

ACS will be deployed with ACS authentication. 

This value will be used as ACSUri for the Web 

Client. See also ClientServicesTokenSigningKey. 

ClientServicesTokenSigningKey Optional If ACSUri is defined, a WebClient instance called 

ACS will be deployed with ACS authentication. 

This value will be used as 

ClientServicesTokenSigningKey in 

customsettings.config. 

AppDatabaseName Optional The name of the application database. The 

default value is the name of the Windows Azure 

Service followed by “-AppDb”. 

TenantDatabaseName Optional The prefix of the tenant databases. The default 

value is the name of the Windows Azure Service 

followed by “-TenantDb”. 

NoOfNavServers Optional The number of Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server 

instances to create. If not specified, two instances 

are configured. 

NoOfDevBoxes Optional Number of development VMs to create. If not 

specified, one development VM is created. 

ServerInstance Optional Name of the Server Instance. Defaults to NAV. 

NAVServerVMSize Optional The size of the VMs to deploy. If not specified, it 

will default to a Small instance. 

OSImage Optional The Windows Server 2012 Server Image Name to 

use for deployment. If not specified, it will default 

to the newest Windows Server 2012 R2 

DataCenter image. 

WebServices Optional An array of Web Services definitions. If not 

specified, no Web Services will be exposed by 

default. A Web Services definition looks like this: 

New-Object PSObject -Property @{  

    ObjectType = 'Page' 

    ObjectId = 21 

    ServiceName = 'Customer' 

    Published = $true 

} 

Tenants Optional An array of initial tenant descriptions. These 

tenants will be added when creating the NAV 

Service. 

 

The Location Definition 

The NAV Service definition contains a property called Location, which points to the location of the NAV Service. The 

Location definition has the following properties: 

AzureSubscriptionName Mandatory The name of the subscription that your NAV Service should 

be hosted in. 

AzureLocation Mandatory The location of the NAV Service: West US, East US, East Asia, 

Southeast Asia, West Europe, North Europe,… 

AzureStorageAccount Mandatory Name of the Storage Account where the VHD’s should be 

placed. 

AzureVirtualNetwork Mandatory Name of the Virtual Network, in which Virtual Machines 

should be places. The SQL Server should be in this Virtual 

Network as well. 

Subnet Mandatory Name of the Subnet in which the Virtual Machines should be 

placed 
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SqlServerAzureServiceName Mandatory Cloud Service name of the SQL Server to use. 

SqlServerMachineAddress Mandatory Machine address of the SQL Server to use. 

SqlServerName Mandatory Name of the SQL Server Virtual Machine 

SqlServerIP Mandatory IP address within the virtual network of the SQL Server 

SqlServerAdminUserName Mandatory Administrator username for the SQL Server 

SqlServerAdminPassword Mandatory Administrator password for the SQL Server 

SqlServerDatabaseFolder Mandatory Folder on the SQL Server in which databases should be 

created 

 

The Tenant Definition 

Several of the Scripts in the sample NAV Service scripts take a Tenant Description as a parameter. 

This is a description of a tenant and has the following properties: 

TenantId Mandatory The Tenant ID of this tenant. 

HostName Optional Host Name of this tenant. This value will be added to the 

alternate tenant IDs of this tenant. 

SPHostUrl Optional An Array of Alternate Tenant IDs. This could be SharePoint 

Host URLs. Default is no alternate tenant id’s. 

DefaultCompany Optional Default Company Name for the Tenant. If not specified, 

Default Company will be blank. 

DefaultTimeZone Optional Default Timezone for this tenant. If not speficied, 

DefaultTimeZone will be UTC. 

AllowAppDatabaseWrites Optional Specifies if the tenant should be allowed to write in the 

application database. Default is false. 

NASServciesEnabled Optional Specifies if NAS Services should be enabled for this tenant. 

Default is false. 

NewCompanyName Optional New Company Name for the tenant. If this company name is 

different from the OrgCompanyName defined on the NAV 

Service, that company will be renamed to 

NewCompanyName when the tenant is added. 

Users Optional An Array of initial User Descriptions. These Users will be 

added after adding the tenant. 

 

The following example illustrates a declaration: 
$tenant = New-Object PSObject -Property @{  
    TenantId = '<tenant id>' 
    Users = @( 
        New-Object PSObject -Property @{ 
            UserName = 'admin' 
            Password = '<password>' 
            FullName = 'Administrator' 
            PermissionSets = @( 'SUPER' ) 
        } 
        New-Object PSObject -Property @{ 
            UserName = 'someuser' 
            Password = '<password>' 
            FullName = 'Some User' 
            AuthenticationEmail = 'someuser@<SharePoint Tenant>.onmicrosoft.com' 
            PermissionSets = @( 'SUPER' ) 
        } 
    ) 
} 
  

The User Definition 

Within the Tenant Description you can specify a number of initial users that will be created when adding the tenant. 

This is a description of a user and has the following properties: 

UserName Mandatory Username of the new User 

Password Mandatory Password of the new User 

FullName Mandatory Full name of the new User 
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AuthenticationEMail Optional Authentication Email address of the new User, when using 

Azure Active Directory (AAD) Authentication. If not specified, 

then this field will be left blank in the user table. 

PermissionSets Optional An Array of PermissionSets, which this user should be created 

with. If not specified, the user will become SUPER. 

 

The scripts 

New-NAVService 

Syntax 

New-NAVService [-NAVService] <NAVService> 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service you want to create 

Description 

The New-NAVService script creates a new NAV Service. On a high level, it performs the following steps: 

1. Check the NAV Service configuration. 

2. Create the sync database in SQL Azure. 

3. Create the Cloud Service in Windows Azure. 

4. Create CNAME record for the NAV Service in the DNS. 

5. Add default tenant to tenant synchronization database. 

6. Create the application database in SQL Server. 

7. Add the first Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instance to the NAV Service. 

8. Optional steps 

a. Add initial tenants to the NAV Service. 

b. Add additional servers to the NAV Service. 

c. Add development boxes to the NAV Service. 

Remove-NAVService 

Syntax 

Remove-NAVService [-NAVService] <NAVService> 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service you want to remove 

Description 

The Remove-NAVService script removes a NAV Service. On a high level, it performs the following steps: 

1. Check the NAV Service configuration. 

2. Remove all tenants from the NAV Service. 

3. Remove the application database from SQL Server. 

4. Remove all VMs inside the Cloud Service. 

5. Remove the Cloud Service from Windows Azure. 

6. Remove the CNAME record for the NAV Service in the DNS. 

7. Remove the synchronization database from SQL Azure. 

New-NAVServiceServer 

Syntax 

New-NAVServiceServer [-NAVService] <NAVService> [[-First] <Boolean>] [[-DevBoxSetup] <Boolean>] 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service that you want to add a server with 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV to. 

First Specifies if you are adding the first Microsoft Dynamics NAV server to the NAV Service. 

Default is false. 

DevBoxSetup Specifies if you are adding a development machine to the NAV Service. Default is false. 

Description 

The New-NAVServiceServer adds a server with Microsoft Dynamics NAV to an existing NAV Service. 
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Remove-NAVServiceServer 

Syntax 

Remove-NAVServiceServer [-NAVService] <NAVService> [-Name] <string> 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service that you want to remove a Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV server from. 

Name Name of the server that you want to remove. 

Description 

The Remove-NAVServiceServer removes a server with Microsoft Dynamics NAV from a NAV Service. 

New-NAVServiceDatabase 

Syntax 

New-NAVServiceDatabase [-NAVService] <Object> [[-TenantId] <string>] 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service that you want to add a database to. 

TenantId The tenant ID of the tenant that you want to add a database for. If TenantId is not 

specified, this method will add the application database. 

Description 

The New-NAVServiceDatabase adds a new database to the NAV Service. The database server is specified by the 

location property in the NAV Service Description. If TenantId is not specified, the function will add the application 

database. 

Remove-NAVServiceDatabase 

Syntax 

Remove-NAVServiceDatabase [-NAVService] <NAVService> [[-TenantId] <string>]  

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service where you want to remove a 

database. 

TenantId The tenant ID of the tenant database that you want to remove. If TenantId is not 

specified, then the function will remove the application database for this NAV Service. 

Description 

The Remove-NAVServiceDatabase removes a database from the NAV Service. If TenantId is specified, then it removes 

the corresponding tenant database. If TenantId is not specified, it removes the application database for the NAV 

Service. 

Mount-NAVServiceTenant 

Syntax 

Mount-NAVServiceTenant [-NAVService] <NAVService> [-Tenant] <Tenant> [-Database] <string> [[-

Defaultcompany] <string>] [-wait] 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service on which you want to mount a 

tenant. 

Tenant The Tenant description of the Tenant you want to mount. 

Database Name of the database that you want to mount 

DefaultCompany Default Company for the tenant 

Wait If the wait parameter is present, then Mount-NAVServiceTenant will wait for at least 

one Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instance to mount the tenant and return the 

name of one Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server instance that has mounted the tenant. 

Description 

The Mount-NAVServiceTenant creates a CNAME record for the new tenant and mounts it on all Microsoft Dynamics 

NAV Server instances in a NAV Service. For mounting the tenant on all Microsoft Dynamics NAV servers, the script just 

adds a tenant to the synchronization database and the servers regularly check this database for changes. 

Dismount-NAVServiceTenant 

Syntax 

Dismount-NAVServiceTenant [-NAVService] <NAVService> [-TenantID] <string> 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description. 

TenantID TenantId of the tenant you want to dismount from the NAV Service. 
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Description 

The Dismount-NAVServiceTenant removes the CNAME record for the tenant and dismounts it from all Microsoft 

Dynamics NAV servers in a NAV Service. For dismounting the tenant from all servers, the script just removes a tenant 

from the Sync Database and the servers regularly checks this database for changes. 

New-NAVServiceTenant 

Syntax 

New-NAVServiceTenant [-NAVService] <NAVService> [-Tenant] <string> 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service that you want to add a tenant to. 

Tenant The Tenant description of the tenant that you want to add. 

Description 

The New-NAVServiceTenant adds a new tenant to a NAV Service. On a high level, it performs the following steps: 

1. Add a tenant database to the database server 

2. Mount the tenant on all servers 

3. Optional steps 

a. Rename default company 

b. Add default users 

Remove-NAVServiceTenant 

Syntax 

Remove-NAVServiceTenant [-NAVService] <NAVService> [-TenantID] <string> 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description of the NAV Service that you want to remove a tenant 

from. 

TenantID The ID of the tenant you want to remove. 

Description 

The Remove-NAVServiceTenant removes a tenant from a NAV Service. On a high level, it performs the following steps: 

1. Dismount the tenant on all servers. 

2. Remove the tenant database. 

Check-NAVService 

Syntax 

Check-NAVService [-NAVService] <NAVService> 

Parameters 

NAVService The NAV Service Description to check. 

Description 

This script checks the service description for common mistakes and sets default values for missing properties. 

Helper scripts 

The following scripts should not be called directly. They are helper scripts and only called from within the other scripts. 

Install-NAVOnNAVServiceServer 

Installs Microsoft Dynamics NAV on a NAV Service Server. Called from New-NAVServiceServer. 

Create-NAVServiceServerEndpoints 

Creates endpoints on a NAV Service Server. Called from New-NAVServiceServer. 

New-NAVServiceServerWebClientRedirectSite 

Creates a WebClient Redirect site on IIS. Called from Install-NAVOnNAVServiceServer. 

Configure-NAVServiceDevBox 

Configures a development VM. Called from New-NAVServiceServer if –DevBox was set to true. 

Scripts deployed to Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server 

The following scripts gets deployed to Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server in the C:\REMOTE\Server folder. 

Startup 

The Startup script is called each time the service starts. This script will make sure that all tenants are mounted and all 

click-once manifests are synchronized. 

Interval 
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The interval script is running while the server is running. It checks for changes in tenants or server SyncDb and modifies 

tenants or sever farm settings based on this. It waits for 30 seconds after performing a check. 

ARRHelperFunctions 

This script contains helper functions to add and remove servers from the server farm. 

ClickOnce 

This script contains helper functions to synchronize click-once manifests on this server. 

SetupARR 

This script installs and configures Application Request Routing (ARR) on the server. 

Folder structure on the provisioning machine 

…\Cloud\NAVService Folder containing all NAV Service sample scripts 

…\Cloud\NAVService-HowTo Folder containing certificates, licenses and STARTUP.ps1, which 

is the start script 

…\Cloud\NAVService-HowTo\Apps Folder containing NAV Service Definitions and subfolders for 

service specific files 

…\Cloud\NAVService-HowTo\Apps\<service> Folder containing service specific files. 

If this folder contains a Service folder, then the content of this 

folder will be copied to the c:\remote\service folder. 

If the folder contains a serverrunonce.ps1 then this file will be 

copied to the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server when the service 

is created and run once. This script can be used to copy files or 

modify things after installation. 

If the folder contains a servicerunonce.ps1 then this file will be 

copied to the first Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server created and 

run once. The script can be used to import objects to the 

application or other things related to the service. 

…\Cloud\NAVService-HowTo\Location Folder containing Location definitions 

…\Cloud\NAVService-HowTo\Server Folder containing scripts and other files, which will be copied to 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Server in c:\remote\server. These 

scripts includes: 

 startup.ps1, which will run via the task scheduler every time 

the server starts. 

 Interval.ps1, which will run via the task scheduler constantly 

(it contains an infinite loop). 

 ARRHelperFunctions.ps1, which contains functions to add 

and remove servers from the Server Farms. 

 SetupARR.ps1, which will install and configure ARR. 

 ClickOnce.ps1, which contains functions to create and 

remove clickonce manifests. 

 NAVServiceSyncDb.dll, which contains functions to 

communicate with the SyncDb (source for this dll is 

available as well). 

 Startup.xml and Interval.xml contains the Task Scheduler 

definitions for the two scheduled tasks. 

 Root_web.config and Deployment_web.config are two 

config files used by the clickonce scripts. 

Folder structure on the server 

After having deployed a server, Microsoft Dynamics NAV is installed in the standard installation location. In C:\REMOTE 

you will find a number of folders with special meaning 

C:\remote\NAVAdministration The Microsoft Dynamics NAV Administration scripts will be deployed to 

this folder. 
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C:\remote\navdvd The Microsoft Dynamics NAV DVD will be copied to this folder. 

C:\remote\server The content of the Server folder from the NAVService-HowTo folder will 

be copied to this folder. 

C:\remote\service The content of the Service folder from the NAV Service specific folder will 

be copied to this folder. 

C:\remote\runonce This folder will typically be empty. Placing a script in this folder causes this 

script to run once when the server starts up next time. 

How to get started 

This section takes you through the steps necessary to get started deploying your first NAV Service on Windows Azure. 

To achieve this, we will create a Virtual Machine on Windows Azure and use this as a Deployment machine. 

Prepare Virtual Machine 

Create a Deployment Virtual Machine on Windows Azure Select Windows Server 2012 R2 DataCenter 

Install the Windows Azure PowerShell module. For more information, see How to: Install the Windows 

Azure Cmdlets Module. 

Install the Microsoft Windows HTTP Services Certificate 

Configuration Tool. 

This tool enables administrators to install and configure 

client certificates. For more information, see Windows HTTP 

Services Certificate Configuration Tool. 

Download and install the Manifest Generation and Editing 

Tool (mage.exe) version 4.0 or later versions. 

You can find the SDK for Windows 8 here, which contains 
the software needed 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
US/windows/hardware/hh852363.  

Get PowerShell Scripts 

Copy the Microsoft Dynamics NAV DVD to the Computer Place the content of the DVD in a folder under C:\BUILD\ 

which identifies the NAV Version. I am using W1 build 36281, 

so I will use C:\BUILD\DVD_BUILD36281\ 

Copy the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Provisioning Tools for 

Windows Azure to the computer. 

Copy the WindowsPowerShellScripts folder from the DVD to 

C:\ 

Download the NAVService scripts 

(Note: the URL is case sensitive) 

For NAV 2013 R2: http://www.freddy.dk/NAVService.zip 

For Crete: http://www.freddy.dk/NAVService-Crete.zip  

Download the source for the NAVService SyncDb dll 

(Note: the URL is case sensitive) 

http://www.freddy.dk/NAVServiceSyncDb%20-

%20source.zip 

Copy the NAV Service Scripts to the computer. Unpack the folders in NAVService.zip file in 

C:\WindowsPowerShellScripts\Cloud, giving you 

C:\WindowsPowerShellScripts\Cloud\NAVService\ and 

C:\WindowsPowerShellScripts\Cloud\NAVService-Howto\ 

Allow yourself to run the scripts Use File Properties on the DLL in the NAVService folder and 

unblock it. Also either use file properties on all scripts and 

unblock them – or use Set-ExecutionPolicy Bypass 

Get PublishSettings 

Download and store publishsettings file for provisioning To configure the connectivity between the provisioning 

computer and Windows Azure, you download the 

PublishSettings file and store it in: 

C:\WindowsPowerShellScripts\Cloud\NAVService-

Howto\my.publishsettings. 

For more information, see How to: Download and Import 

Publish Settings and Subscription Information. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn135248(v=nav.70).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn135248(v=nav.70).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=275580
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=275580
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/windows/hardware/hh852363
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/windows/hardware/hh852363
http://www.freddy.dk/NAVService.zip
http://www.freddy.dk/NAVService-Crete.zip
http://www.freddy.dk/NAVServiceSyncDb%20-%20source.zip
http://www.freddy.dk/NAVServiceSyncDb%20-%20source.zip
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn385850(v=nav.70).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn385850(v=nav.70).aspx
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Domain name 

Register a domain name for use with your NAV Service. Use your favorite domain registrar. For example, you can 

use GoDaddy.com, which is easy to work with and supports 

domain transfer. 

Purchase a star certificate for your domain name and 

obtain a PFX file and password for configuring SSL on IIS. 

For example, you can use GoDaddy.com for this as well. 

Place the .pfx file here: 

C:\WindowsPowerShellScripts\Cloud\NAVService-Howto\. 

Create an account with dnsmadeeasy.com and transfer 

your domain name to dnsmadeeasy. 

You can use other DNS providers as well, but the sample 

scripts contains functions for automatically changing DNS 

records in DnsMadeEasy. 

License file 

Get the license file for your service Download and store the license file for your service here: 

C:\WindowsPowerShellScripts\Cloud\NAVService-Howto\. 

Setup Virtual Network 

Create a new Virtual Network in the location in which you 

want to deploy a NAV Service. 

Select a name 

Select a region 

DNS Server: None 

Setup SQL Server 

Create a SQL Server for the NAV Service in this location. 

For production deployment, you would need to create SQL 

Server with Always-On as described earlier in this 

document. 

 

Selected SQL Server 2012 SP1 Standard Edition 

Place the SQL Server in the Virtual Network you just created 

Connect to the SQL Server and open port 1433 in the 

firewall 

Launch Windows Firewall with Advanced Security 

Create New Rule, Port, TCP, 1433 

Allow the Connection 

Name: SQL Server 

Add extra disk space to SQL Server Add Empty disks (host cache set to None) and format them 

in the Disk Administrator. 

Modify sample scripts 

Create/Modify a Location Definition PowerShell script. In the Locations\ folder under NAVService-HowTo, you will 

find a location.ps1 script. Copy this to a meaningful name, 

modify the new file, search for “TODO:” and modify variable 

values according to the descriptions in the comments.  

Create/Modify an app definition PowerShell script In the Apps\ folder under NAVService-HowTo, you will find a 

app.ps1 script. Copy this to a meaningful name, modify the 

new file, search for “TODO:” and modify variable values 

according to the descriptions in the comments. 

Modify the STARTUP.ps1 script In the NAVService-HowTo folder, you will find a file called 

STARTUP.ps1. Edit this file in PowerShell ISE, search for 

“TODO:” and modify variable values according to the 

descriptions in the document. 

Deploy 

Deploy your first NAV Service Open PowerShell ISE 

Open the STARTUP.ps1 from the NAVService-HowTo folder 

Run the STARTUP script 
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Run New-NAVService <the name of your app definition> 
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